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LINC INVITES THE CITIZEN O PARTICIPATE IN THE YEAR ZERO DEMOCRATIC
EOLOGICAL
AND SOCIAL TRANSITIONS

Paris, Washington DC, 22.07.2019, 22:13 Time

USPA NEWS - LINC has launched an online opportunity for citizen to lobbying and participate in the Year Zero democratic, ecological
and social transitions. LINC and Partners is doing this operation as for a Festive & Citizen Rally: Let's Take Together Democratic
Challenges - Ecological - Social. The aim is to « divide ourselves to let the other reign is what made us lose the battles of the militant
transition that has been lacking for a long time in a common strategy. It is no longer time to slow down by being against, but to advance
while being with, without tutelage or hierarchy. » Let's lay together the foundations of a collective force that will make concrete the
ecological, social and democratic models that we defend. Welcome to Zero Year, the year of all possible." Says the communique of
LINC.

LINC has launched an online opportunity for citizen to lobbying and participate in the Year Zero democratic, ecological and social
transitions. LINC and Partners is doing this operation as for a Festive & Citizen Rally: Let's Take Together Democratic Challenges -
Ecological - Social. The aim is to « divide ourselves to let the other reign is what made us lose the battles of the militant transition that
has been lacking for a long time in a common strategy. It is no longer time to slow down by being against, but to advance while being
with, without tutelage or hierarchy. » Says the communique of CLIC
Let's lay together the foundations of a collective force that will make concrete the ecological, social and democratic models that we
defend. Welcome to Zero Year, the year of all possible. Year Zero will give each participant the opportunity to:
- Build strong links with other citizens
- feel part of a national transition community
- Experiment with the power of collective intelligence
- Participate in the development of a desirable future
- To leave motivated and inspired on the modes of actions to be implemented to accelerate the transitions
- Switch from a waiting spectator to an activist participant, able to give others the means to act for transitions
LINC's mission is to make the policy understandable and accessible to all citizens. To this end, we have developed numerous
intervention formats that you can find online:
- Live three days in joy
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